
EMERGENCY DELEGATION! 

•Help bring an end to 52 years of war, a war that
 has resulted in over 200,000 deaths and 6 million 
displaced refugees!

•Help bring safety to workers in the country with the
 highest number of murdered unionists each year!

•Provide accompaniment on election day to voters
 from Fensuagro, one of the world’s most 
persecuted unions!

•Leave behind a legacy of peace so that you can 
tell your children and grandchildren, 
“I was there! I helped bring peace to Colombia!”

The National Unitary Federation of Agricultural Workers Unions (Fensuagro) has asked the
United Steelworkers & all the US labor movement to come to Colombia for the historic 
peace vote on October 2, 2016. In a letter to the USW, Fensuagro wrote to, “solicit your 
organization’s solidarity for a MISSION OF INTERNATIONAL ACCOMPANIMENT AND 
VERIFICATION IN COLOMBIA [for] the campaign of ‘YES TO THE PLEBISCITE, YES TO PEACE,’ 
in support of a ‘Final Accord for the end of conflict and the construction of a stable &
lasting peace.’ This work involves a risk to the organizations involved in the Campaign 
given the existing opposition to the peace accords, in particular related to the 
paramilitary structures that have expressed on multiple occasions hateful declarations 
against those of us that support the peace process. Therefore, it is of great importance & 
urgency to count with the solidarity and support of international organizations in this 
historic moment that opens the doors for the construction of peace with social justice to
guarantee the minimum rights of access to land, political participation & reparation of
 victims, among others.

Why does Colombia need you? Because as a citizen of the United States, your 
presence provides a wall of safety in communities where enemies of the peace are 
threatening voters. You are being asked to use your privilege as a US-er to take a 
stand for peace and democracy. Can you join us and be a part of making history?

WWW.AFGJ.ORG

Stand With Peace in Colombia:
 Accompany Peace Referendum Voters

For More Information: Delegations@AFGJ
or 202-540-8336 ext. 1
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Your presence on this delegation will…


